
13. The yoke is effectively pressed onto the LCA
tapered stud, you need to break the pressed fit;
this step gave me some trouble as I didn't have a
good 2-arm gear puller. Take care of the yoke as
you'll be reusing it. I tried a 3-arm gear puller, but
was worried about damaging the yoke machined
surface. I found I could take a large C-clamp and
draw in the yoke to flush against the control arm,
and then take a hammer and whack the stud a
couple times. This didn't noticeably free it up, but
once I tried to remove the control arm and
twisted the yoke on the stud it came right off. I
never actually removed the yoke from the shock.
A pic of the gear puller:



14. Using the 18mm socket & 18mm combination back
wrench remove the stabilizer shaft end link lower
retaining nut (Moog FTW!); if you have stock end
links you'll need to use an 18mm combination
wrench and a 5mm or 6mm allen wrench (can't
remember which size) - this is a great time to
replace those old end links with serviceable
Moogs!



15. Remove the stabilizer shaft link from the LCA
16. Remove the ABS wire harness from the LCA
17. Using the 21mm socket and impact gun remove

the LCA to steering knuckle nut (ball joint nut); if
you don't have an impact gun you'll most likely
need a 21mm combination wrench and 5mm or
6mm allen wrench



18. Take your hammer and whack the LCA to steering
knuckle stud (ball joint stud); this is a tapered fit
they you need to break free; we don't care about
the condition of the bolt because we are installing
a new LCA

19. We now need to raise the power steering gear to
have clearance when removing the rear LCA to
frame retaining bolts

20. Using a 18mm combination wrench, remove the
two power steering gear retaining bolts






